KARMA                   2l5
Q. If the Law of Karma is irresistible, are prayers
for averting sorrow, or winning happiness, useless ?
Ans. This question is often asked, but it springs from a
confused idea of karma. Karma is a result of the past
which is continually being strengthened or weakened, a
cord of destiny made up of innumerable threads of desires,
thoughts and actions, some working in one direction and
some in another. The answer in any given case depends
on the constituents of the karma which is acting. If it is
very strong in one direction, i.e., is Dradha karma, enough
desire, thought and action cannot be put against it in
the present to neutralise the past, or turn the result
ia the opposite direction.  But if it be weak in one
direction, i.e., be Adradha or Dradhadradha karma,
very strong desire, thought and action, brought to bear
in that direction, may be able to overbear it. Prayer
may thus turn the balance where the scale of karma
is not heavily weighted, for prayer, being a strong
desire, is of the nature of one of the constituents of
karma.
Q. How is a selfish man punished in his next life by
karma ?
Ans. There is no punishment or reward in karma as
stated before, but there is the effect following inevitably
from causes set going. Selfishness is a mental attitude,
and its immediate results must be on the mental plane.
There is an intensification of the lower personality, so that
the man grows steadily more selfish life after life and is
deprived of the opportunity to progress. Again, there
would be karma generated on the physical plane by the
unkind acts of selfishness, and as one result he may be
reborn among selfish people and learn through suffering the
heinousness of this vice.

